A journey of fun and discovery!

Go on an exciting adventure through the virtual world of Changi Airport. Experience the wonder and magic of technology, and enjoy fun games and interactive exhibits that will delight adults and kids alike!

**Amazing Runway**

Compete in an adrenaline-pumping runway race of speed and power! Race car vs. Plane – which team are you on?

**Chair of Resilience**

Watch this story of strength and resilience unfold, as an ordinary-looking chair falls apart, find its broken pieces and stands up by itself. A robotic installation driven by artificial intelligence.

**Backstage**

Immigration, check-in and baggage sortation... Can you keep the airport running like clockwork? Pit your skills against one another in the games that will intrigue and challenge you!

**Amazing Runway**

Compete in an adrenaline-pumping runway race of speed and power! Race car vs. Plane – which team are you on?

**Arena**

Do you have what it takes to work at the airport? Try your hand at collecting airport trolleys, coordinating taxis and scanning baggage at these fun game stations!

**Sky Deck**

Discover the magic of the world through Changi and get inspiration on which city to fly to next!

**Garden of Harmony**

Glide through the meadows and make music in an enchanted garden! Play your favourite instrument and perform a symphony with your family and friends!

**Smile Challenge**

Flash your brightest mega-watt smiles in a battle to determine who has the winning smile. Get onto the Hall of Fame or simply enjoy a good laugh here!

**Hanging Garden**

Do you know how aviation began in Singapore? And the difference between a road and a runway? Or what happens to your bag after check-in? Discover tons of fun facts through these interactive projection exhibits!

**Finale**

Immerse yourself in a journey through time and space. Ignite your imagination of the future that aviation might hold!